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The first genetic maps of the human genome
were based on a limited number of restriction 
Fragment-length polymorphism(RFLP).





Genetic mapping
RFLP   map single gene disorder.

Microsatellite markers map more complex diseases

SNP the third generation map &
map functional variation in gene











The organization and structure of genomes 



Mapping and sequencing strategies depend on the genome being studies.

Genome sizes always relate to haploid genome. (C-value)



The minimum genome size is greater in organisms that 
evolutionarily are more complex.





dC / dt = -kC2

C = the conc of DNA that is single stranded at time t
K = reassociation rate constant
(as two strands are involved the process follow 20 kinetics)

C0 = the conc of DNA that is single stranded at time t=0

C/C0 = 1/1+k*C0t

When C/C0 = 0.5 (half reassociation)

C0t1/2 = 1/k

The greater the C0t1/2 , the slower the reaction time 
at a given DNA conc.



k is dependent on genome size; 

however, this proportionality is only true 
in the absence of repeated sequence 
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The C0t1/2 value can be used to determine the sequence complexity of DNA



Different source





The fact that many plants and animals have a much higher C-value is 
a reflection of the presence of large amounts of repetitive DNA.  

Most genes are present in non-repetitive DNA 
(mRNA hybridization assay)

Genetic complexity 
is proportional to the content of non-repetitive DNA
and not to the genome size.



Proceeding up the evolutionary tree, the number of splite genes, 
and the number and size of introns per gene, increase.















G band (+) AT rich; R band(-) GC-rich

Heterochromoatin:
chromatin that remains condensed during interphase.
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Tandem repeats:

Sequences that are present in multiple 
copies adjacent to one another.

e.g., satellite, minisatellite, microsatellite



Mobile genetic elements:
= dispersed repeat

included:    
transposition: moving in the form of DNA by element coding 

for transposases.

retrotransposition: moving in the form of RNA by element 
coding for reverse transcriptase.
including:

LINEs
SINEs   
retrovirus-like elements (e.g,LTR)

(long terminal repeat)



= VNTR  = variable numbers of tandem repeats

Consists of runs of dinucleotide repeats, most 
commonly CA(or TG on complementary strand),
that are dispersed throughout the genome.







Figure 9.25Non-autonomous
This refers to the fact that many of the transposable elements are missing
some of the genes required for transposition; however, these elements can
still move because other copies of the element in the genome encode
the necessary gene products



Repeats such as Alu sequences are collectively called SINE.





















Plasticity of eukaryotic genome



Figure 9.27



Figure 9.28

General depiction of a eukaryotic chromosomal landscapte.







A key feature of eukaryotic DNA 
is that as genome size increases so too does the amount of repeat 
sequences and hence the density of coding sequenes decreases.
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